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Abstract: Due to enormous advancements in computer 

networks, people choose network-based computing rather than 
in-house computing. Cloud computing is one of the emerging 
technologies that is commonly accepted and very common in the 
industry. Cloud infrastructure's rising demand has significantly 
increased data center energy consumption. The growth of data 
centers will result not only in the consumption of a large amount 
of energy but also in the crucial effect on environmental 
sustainability in terms of CO2 emissions. Latest studies have 
shown that the electricity costs used by IT departments can be up 
to 50 per cent of an organization's overall energy costs. Reducing 
energy consumption has become a common topic of research in 
various fields in recent years. Environmental concerns such as 
greenhouse gas emissions, global warming and energy prices are 
significant factors that have driven many researchers to carry out 
computing-conscious work in the area of green and energy. 
Except for carbon emissions, Billing[1,2] is another exciting 
aspect that is closely linked to energy usage, since higher or lower 
billing depends on energy consumption somehow-as we know 
cloud providers allow cloud users to access services as 
pay-per-use, so these services need to be optimally chosen to 
process the user request to optimize customer satisfaction in the 
distributed virtue. There may be an inequity between the 
consumers' real energy usage and the providers' billing records, 
and any false claims that can be made by each other for unfair 
compensation.  

Considering all the above-mentioned issues, we are proposing a 
Sustainable Cloud Architecture "Environmental Viability as a 
Service (EVaaS)"-An Eco-friendly Cloud infrastructure for 
optimum usage of resources at minimum energy consumption 
with less carbon pollution, which in effect helps to allocate cloud 
users under respective Eco-friendly Service Providers. Here, the 
EVaaS cloud infrastructure is operated solely by the 
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Environmentally Viable Service Provider (EVSP) without any 
consumer and service provider involvement. All must therefore be 
safeguarded against any false allegation which may be made by 
each other in order to seek unlawful compensation. 

 
Keywords : Environmental Viability as a Service, 

Environmentally Viable Service Provider, Viability Demand 
Administrator. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud Computing provides a highly scalable and 
cost-effective computing platform for running IT applications 
like High Performance Computing (HPC), Web and business 
applications that require ever-increasing computational 
resources. The advent of cloud computing has quickly 
modified the ownership-based computing approach model to 
subscription-oriented computing by offering access to 
flexible on-demand resources and services. According to the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)[3] 
Cloud Computing is a paradigm that allows for omnipresent, 
simple on-demand network access to a common pool of 
configurable computer resources (e.g. networks, servers, 
storage, applications, and services) that can be easily 
distributed and released with minimal management or service 
provider interference.  The users of the cloud can store, 
access, and share any amount of online information. 
Similarly, small and medium-sized enterprises / organizations 
do not think about buying, planning, running, and sustaining 
their own computer infrastructure. Instead, they should 
concentrate on improving their core competencies by 
leveraging a range of advantages such as low cost Cloud 
Storage, data center experiences, on-demand storage services, 
quicker and cheaper software development capabilities. In the 
pay-as-you-go scheme, cloud providers rent out their services. 
Data centers are defined as a group of physical computers, 
each of which has its own resources (CPUs, RAM, Network, 
Bandwidth, and Storage). Cloud provider can have different 
requirements for allocating one or more data centers in 
different locations. Each cloud provider is therefore 
responsible for updating relevant parameters such as data 
centers PUE, carbon pollution levels and physical machines 
available. The cloud broker serves as the medium between 
customer and provider and can assist customers across the 
complexities of cloud service offerings, as well as providing 
value-added cloud services[4]. Clouds, however, are simply 
data centers providing subscription-based application hosting 
services. 
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 It needs a high use of energy to keep their operations running. 
Today a typical 1000-rack data center requires 10 Megawatt 
of power to run. Therefore the energy cost for a data center is 
a significant component of its running and capital costs. 
Nowadays green innovations have gained a lot of attention by 
growing awareness and concern on environmental issues and 
global warming. According to Gartner, the ICT industry 
generates 2% of global CO2 emissions equal to the aviation 
industry[5], rising at a rate of 6% per annum, and with such a 
rate of growth they could represent 12% of global emissions 
by 2020[6]. U.S. data centers consume 1.5 of total energy 
usage in the U.S. based on the EPA survey, and its expense is 
$4.5 billion[6]. With the increasing popularity of cloud 
computing, many consumers and businesses are utilizing and 
providing cloud services that have resulted in rising 
large-scale data centers with high operating costs, massive 
quantities of electricity, and substantial carbon dioxide 
emissions. Many research works done to significantly reduce energy 
consumption, but they do not ensure that CO2 emissions as a whole 
are minimised. Sustainable protection is a big concern. We therefore 
suggest a user-oriented Carbon Conscious Environmentally Viable 
Cloud Architecture with less physical node utilization to safely 
minimize the carbon footprint of cloud computing without 
compromising the quality of service (such as efficiency, 
responsiveness and availability) provided by multiple cloud 
providers. Our architecture is designed to help consumers in 
obtaining an Eco-friendly service provider with less carbon 
pollution at minimal energy consumption. So many research 
works has been done on Green Cloud computing that only 
provides the Green computing platform, but there is no such 
verification method claimed as Green. Our proposed work not 
only offers the Environmentally Sustainable Cloud services, 
but is also used to check whether Eco-friendly service 
providers are capable of delivering the services to support the 
ecosystem or not.  

II. RELATED WORKS 

There has been a lot of work and analysis in 

decreasing energy usage and green cloud computing, 

some of them we have briefly discussed here. Saurbh 

kumar Garg et al,  has proposed a carbon-aware Green 

system that addresses the environmental problem and 

aims to reduce the carbon footprint generated by 

cloud computing, focusing on the centralized role 

of broker's  in cloud environments[7]. Farrahi 

Moghaddam et al [8] proposed a model focused on 

resource usage and performance monitoring counter 

(PMC) for calculating energy use and carbon 

footprint. Kansal et al.[9] that measure the power 

of the VM. It used tracking of resource usage by a 

VM, such as processors, memory, disk arrays and so 

on, by measuring the power consumption during the 

time of use, calculating the active energy use of 

a VM. Farrahi Moghaddam et al [10] have researched 

VM migration in WAN and suggested a genetic 

algorithm-based approach. 

Reducing energy consumption and carbon footprint 

is highly beneficial, but may lead to undesirable 

performance degradation. In [11] a concept was 

proposed that described trade-off between carbon 

emissions and QoS in cloud systems that are located 

in various geographical locations across various 

datacenters. To solve the optimization problem they 

used a sub gradient method. Saad Mustafa et al [12] 

studied in Best Fit Decreasing for VM placement and 

migration on the assessment of energy quality. In 

2013, Nquyen Quang-Hung et al proposed a genetic 

algorithm for power-aware resource allocation 

(GAPA) to solve the static virtual machine 

allocation problem [13]. Peter Xiang Geo et al[14] 

proposed FORTE (Flow Optimization based 

application routing and traffic engineering 

framework) to monitor the three-way trade between 

average working time, energy costs and carbon 

emissions. Fanxin Kong and Liu are studying the 

question of green-carbon-aware power management in 

modern data centers incorporating intermittent or 

green energy sources into their power supply. Here, 

the Green-energy-aware work is divided in to four 

categories, green-energy-aware scheduling of 

workloads, green-energy-conscious virtual machine 

management, green-energy-conscious resource 

planning and interdisciplinary [15].  In 2011, Ryan 

Jansen et al [16] analyzed the effect of various 

scheduling policies on energy consumption in cloud 

computing and explored seven scheduling techniques 

Round-Robin, Stripping, Packing, Count-based Load 

Balancing, Ratio-based Load Balancing, Watts per 

Core and Cost per Core, based on their simulations, 

"Stripping" had the higher energy consumption and 

the lower the "watts per Core" [16]. Yongqiang Wu 

et al proposed an algorithm in 2012, based on 

simulated VM placement annealing [17]. Two TUE and 

ITUE metrics for measuring the datacenter's energy 

efficiency proposed here [18]. Two other metrics 

proposed by authors in [19] are DWPE and PUE. In 

[20], a two-phase carbon-conscious cloud broker 

with different carbon emission factors has been 

proposed in distributed regional datacenters that 

seek to minimize energy and carbon emissions by 

considering data center efficiency and power 

output. Here are many metrics for measuring the 

greening and efficiency of electricity and energy 

use, some of which are: PUE (Power Use 

Effectiveness)[18], DCiE (Data Center 

Infrastructure Efficiency) [21], CUE (Carbon Use 

Effectiveness) [18], WUE (Water Usage 

Effectiveness) [22], DCPI (Data Center 

Productivity Index), ERE (Energy Reuse 

Effectiveness)[23], 

 ERF (Energy Reuse Factor), GEC(Green Energy 

Coefficient) [24], TUE (Total Power Usage 

Effectiveness) [18], EUE (Energy Usage Efficiency) 

[25], DWPE (Data Center Workload Power Efficiency) 

[19], DCEP (Data Center 

Energy Productivity) [26],  
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CPE (Compute Power efficiency) [27]. In [28] a 

genetic algorithm called Hybrid Energy Aware 

algorithm (HEA) used for VM allocation is used to 
achieve green cloud computing by considering the QoS (SLA 

and response time). In [29] VM placement problem is 

formulated as a restricted multi-objective optimization 

problem with the goal of optimizing income, reducing load 

balancing and resource waste.  

A proposed ant colony optimization algorithm for 

VM placement with the goal of minimizing the power 

consumption and resource wastage assumed by  

heterogeneous VMs and PMs presented here [30]. 

Bharti Wadhwa et al [31] suggested a strategy for 

minimizing carbon footprint and energy consumption 

called Carbon Efficient VM Placement and Migration 

Method (CEPM) by considering dispersed data centers 

and variations in carbon emission levels and energy 

sources. Sura Khalil Abd et al [32] proposed a 

DNA-based Fuzzy Genetic Algorithm for work 

scheduling to reduce power consumption and optimize 

the usage of resources. A genetic algorithm which 

the authors presented in [33] called ETSG for task 

scheduling to reduce energy consumption. 

Consolidation of workloads and consolidation of 

complex virtual machines addressed respectively in 

[34] & [35]. Another energy saving service provided 

by Himadri Biswas et al.[36] for Maximum Resource 

Usage at Minimum Energy Consumption Without Live 

Migration of Virtual Machines using the Virtual 

Server Principle. So, a lot of research work has 

been done on Green Cloud computing which only offers 

the Green computing platform, but there is no such 

verification mechanism as Green believed. Our 

proposed work not only offers the Environmentally 

Sustainable Cloud services, but is also used to 

check the Eco-friendly service providers whether capable 
of delivering the services to support the ecosystem or 

not.  

Safety as a Service (SFaaS) [37], Verification as 

a Service (VaaS) [1] and Power Management as a 

Service Model [36] are proposed where Security 

Service Service Provider (SSP), Verification 

Service Provider (VSP) and Power Management Service 

Provider (PMSP) are likely to function as a TTP 

except that users and CSPs can not communicate 

directly with each other without the permission of 

the respective SSP, VSP and PMSP. So, Environmental 

Viability as a service (EVaaS) is the missing link 

for monitoring the power effectiveness at low 

carbon emission where EVSP not only offers the 

Environmentally Sustainable Cloud services, but 

acts as a mediator as well as a verifier between 

users and CSPs for delivering the services to 

support the ecosystem.  

III. OVERVIEW AND RATIONALE 

A. Cloud Service Models 

Cloud computing technology models are- 
Software as a Service (SaaS): This SaaS model offers a 
ready-made application along with the necessary software, 
operating system, hardware and network.  
Platform as a Service (PaaS):This PaaS model offers 
hardware, network, and operating system, while the user can 
install or create their own applications and software’s.   
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): Also this IaaS model 
includes the hardware and networks, the user designs or 
constructs their own operating systems, software and 
applications. 

B. Proposed Service Model 

 

Fig. 1. Cloud Service Models 

Environmental Viability as a Service (EVaaS) 

EVaaS under Private Cloud provides an 
Environmental-friendly and Quality of Cloud services to the 
cloud users for optimum use of resources at low energy 
consumption with less Carbon Emission. The main concept is 
to verify the required resources provided by the Viable Cloud 
service Providers (CSP) to their users as per service level 
agreements (SLA) without any partiality either or both sides 
and no chance of intervention between the users and the 
Service Providers directly, because once a user or a service 
provider registered in EVaaS, must go through this service.  

C. Environmentally Viable Service Provider (EVSP): 

EVSP under EVaaS, plays the important role of assigning the 
Users under their Eco-Friendly Cloud Service Providers. 
Before assigning the users to their CSPs’, EVSP collect the 

required resources from their respective CSPs’ for evaluating 
whether they are capable or not to provide an environmental 
sustainable cloud services. 

D. Viability Demand Administrator (VDA): 

Upon receiving the periodic signals or available resources 
from the CSPs’, VDA create, manage and store the Viability 
demand CSPs’ into Viability Demand Cloud Services 
(VDCS) module based on the analysis of received records 
through Power Efficiency Monitor & Carbon Emission 
Monitor. 

IV. PROPOSED WORK 

Emerging cloud computing infrastructures provide pay-based 
computing resources as needed. Maximum resource 
utilization using less power consumption with less Carbon 
emission is therefore one of the most challenging features to 
improve cloud usability.  
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Figure 2 describes our proposed service model “EVaaS”, 
where EVSP helps to assign the VMs to PMs in such a way 
that resource utilization should be maximum at less energy 
consumption, as a result carbon emission should be minimum. 
As we know that there are different cloud service models and 
their intended service providers available in the market, but 
most of them are not aware about environmental sustainability 
due to huge amount of carbon emission from their 
datacenters. Our aim in this work is to provide a service model 
EVaaS which is viable for the environment and where the 
users if they want must be going through this model before 
getting any services from the CSP’s and in that case no CSPs 

should provide any final intimation to the users without 
getting approval from EVSP under EVaaS.  

 
Fig. 2. Proposed Architecture of Environmetal Viability 

as a Service (EVaaS) Model 

A. Working procedure of EVaaS Model  

Figure 2 represents the working model of EVaaS, where the 
CSPs’ send the periodic signals or record details to VDA 
demanding as Viable Service Providers. Upon receiving the 
records from CSPs’ VDA evaluates the records by its Power 
Efficiency & Carbon Emission Monitor for checking the low 
power consumption and less Carbon emission by the 
processing node(s) and based on the evaluation VDA decides 
whether the CSP is viable or not. If viable then store the 
record details into the VDCS module and maintains an index 
table of viable CSPs’. On the other hand, after receiving the 

on demand service requests from VDA, EVSP maintains an 
index table of Eco-friendly Service Providers (EFSP).When a 
user requests for a cloud service to the EVSP, it checks the 
existence of its CSP from its EFSPs’ index table and if exists 

EVSP forwards the request to VDA for the dedicated CSP to 
provide eco-friendly services. Now the VTAMMS (Viability 
Test, Approval and Mapping Management System) collect 
the required resource details from VDA by its 
ACCUMULATE module. Now the EVALUATE module of 
VTAMMS compute the power consumption and carbon 
emission about the resources related to the corresponding 
CSPs’. Based on the evaluated results VTAMMS verify the 

capability of the CSP for viable services. If capable for 
optimum use of resources at low energy consumption with 
less Carbon Emission, then approved as Eco-friendly service 
provider and sends an acknowledgement to the CSP through 
VDA for assigning its requested users to provide the cloud 
services. 

V. ALGORITHM, FLOWCHART, PSEUDO CODE 

A. Algorithm: Power Consumption & CO2  Emission 
calculation 

1. User requests for a cloud service through  EVSP 

2. EVSP checks the existence of its CSP from its 
Eco-friendly Service Provider’s list.  

3. If the CSP exists – 
3.1 EVSP forwards request to VDA 
3.2 VDA forwards the request to dedicated CSP’s 
      for Eco-friendly services. 
3.3 CSP check for user authentication & SLA. 
3.4 If authentic – 

3.4.1 Accepted for services and send an 
acknowledgement to EVSP through VDA. 

3.4.2 CSP sends the periodic signal to VDA for 
offering Environmentally viable services. 

3.4.3 VDA checks the Power efficiency and 
               Co2 Emission rate. 

3.4.4  If within threshold -- 
3.4.4.1 VDA Store the records into VDCS 

offered as Viability   Demand 
services. 

3.4.5 Else – 
 3.4.5.1 Go to Step 3.4.2. 

3.4.6 VTAMMS of EVSP collect the record   
details (which sent by CSP 
periodically to VDA for offering 
Eco-friendly cloud services)  from VDCS 
through VDA. 

3.4.7 VTAMMS evaluates the Power efficiency and 
CO2 emission  analysis based on the data 
collected from VDCS. 

3.4.8 Based on the analysis VTAMMS compare with 
the received  record Details (sent by the 
dedicated CSP), whether it is capable or not to 
provide Eco-friendly Cloud services. 

3.4.9 If capable with minimum CO2 emission at low 
Power Consumption – 
3.4.9.1 With the concern of EVSP, VTAMMS 

approve the CSP as EFSP. 
3.4.9.2EVSP sends an acknowledgement to the 

CSP for assigning the requested user. 
3.4.9.3 Mapping is done between the User and 

the EFSP 
3.4.10 Else – 

3.4.10.1Go to Step 3.1  
 3.5 Else –  

3.5.1  “User not accepted for 
   service”— message returns to the user 
 
 

      3.5.2 Go to Step 1. 
4. Else – 

4.1  “No such CSP exists”—message returns to the user. 
4.2 Go to Step 1. 

5. End. 

B. Flowchart : 

 

Fig. 3. Proposed Flowchart of Environmetal Viability as a 
Service (EVaaS) Model 
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C. Pseudo code: Compute_Power Consumption & CO2  
Emission 

Notations: 
AVGwl- Average workload of an instance, Pspeed– Processor 
speed of an instance (Amount of data processing per sec.), 
N_THvalue –Threshold value of a node instance, T– Set of 
Tasks, P – Set of Processes, NODEins – Set of node instances 
required for process execution, ECO2 – CO2 emission per sec. 
Pconsmp –Power consumption per sec., p –Number of 
processes, n – Number of instances, k – Number of tasks of a 
process, l – Number of communications between two tasks 
t – Average time for each inter task communications 
m – Number of communications between two processes 
r – Average time for each inter process communications 
q – Number of communications between two nodes 
s – Average time for each inter node communications 
Begin GET_NODE_INSTANCE 
Data:  

AVGwl, Pspeed, N_THvalue, NODEins initialize to zero 
While true do 
 For each NODEins [i = 1 to n] do  
  AVGwl Avg_Work_Load (NODEins [i]) 
  Pspeed  Processor_Speed (NODEins [i]) 
  N_THvalue  AVGwl * Pspeed 

  Store (NODEins [i], N_THvalue) 
  ii+1 
 End for 
End while 
End GET_NODE_INSTANCE 
Begin PROCESS_INSTANCE 
Data:  NODE, STORAGE, MEMORY, NETWORK, 
    ITresources, OTHERresources, REQUIREDresources, 
     POWERconsmp, EMISSIONCO2 Initialize to zero 
While true do 
   For each instance [i=1 to n] do 
      If (NODEins[i]<= N_THvalue) 

For each  process[j=1 to p] do 
    For each task [t=1 to k] 
       NODE CPUreq(T[t]) 
        STORAGE  STORAGEreq(T[t]) 
        MEMORY  MEMORY req(T[t]) 
        NETWORK BANDWIDTHreq(T[t]) 
        ITresources SW_APPLNreq(T[t]) 
       OTHERresourcesLIGHT_COOLINGreq(T[t]) 
       REQUIREDresourcesRESOURCEreq(NODE, 

STORAGE, MEMORY, NETWORK, 
ITresources, OTHERresources) 

      Store(NODEins[i]P[j]T[t], REQUIREDresources) 
      POWERconsmp P0WERreq(NODEins[i]P[j]T[t]) 
   EMISSIONCO2CO2Emission(NODEins[i]P[j]T[t]) 

      tt+1 
      end for 

       jj+1 
       end for 
      endif 
  ii+1 
  end for 
End while 
End PROCESS_INSTANCE 
// For PROCESS_INSTANCE 
Begin CPUreq 
Data: Tins -Task instance, SETCPU - Setup CPU requirement 

SETCPUVDA.GETCPUreq[Tins] 
Return SETCPU 
End CPUreq 

Begin STORAGEreq 
Data:Tins-Task instance, SETstorage- Setup Storage requirement 
SETstorageVDA.GETSTORAGEreq[Tins] 
Return SETstorage 
End STORAGEreq 

Begin MEMORYreq 
Data: Tins -Task instance,  

SETmemory - Setup Memory requirement 
SETmemoryVDA.GETMEMORYreq[Tins] 
Return SETmemory 
End MEMORYreq 

Begin BANDWIDTHreq 
Data:  Tins -Task instance,  

SETbandwidth -Setup Bandwidth requirement 
SETmemoryVDA.GETBANDWIDTHreq[Tins] 
Return SETbandwidth 
End BANDWIDTHreq 

Begin SW_APPLNreq 
Data:  Tins -Task instance, SETSW_APPLN-Setup software & 
    Applications requirement 
SETSW_APPLN VDA.GETSW_APPLNreq[Tins] 
Return SETSW_APPLN 
End SW_APPLNreq 

Begin LIGHT_COOLINGreq 
Data:  Tins -Task instance, SETLight_Cooling -Setup light & 
    cooling requirement 
SETLight_CoolingVDA.GETLIGHT_COOLINGreq[Tins] 
Return SETLight_Cooling 
End LIGHT_COOLINGreq 

Begin RESOURCEreq 
Data: SETRequired_Resource -Setup Resource requirement 
SETRequired_ResourceVDA.GETRESOURCEreq (SETCPU, SETstorage, 
SETmemory, SETbandwidth, SETSW_APPLN, SETLight_Cooling) 
Return SETRequired_Resource  
End RESOURCEreq 
Begin POWERreq 

Data:  Tins -Task instance, Pins -Process instance, NODEins 

    -Node instance, SETpower -Setup Power Requirement 
SETpowerVDA.GETPOWEREreq (NODEins, Pins, Tins) 
Return SETpower  
End POWERreq 

Begin CO2Emission 

Data: Tins-Task instance, Pins-Process instance, NODEins 

   -Node instance, SETCO2Emission -Setup CO2 Emission 
SETCO2EmissionVDA.GETEMITTEDco2 (NODEins, Pins, Tins) 
Return SETCO2Emission  
End CO2Emission 
//For GET_NODE_INSTANCE 
Begin Avg_Work_Load 
Data: INSid –Instance Id, AWL – Average Work Load 
AWLVDA.GETworkload(INSid) 
Return AWL 
End Avg_Work_Load  
Begin Processor_Speed 
Data: INSid – Instance Id, PS – Processor speed 
PSVDA.GETspeed(INSid) 
Return PS 
End Processor_Speed 
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Begin EVALUATE_Power consumption_CO2 Emission 
Data:  
Rconsmp –Consumed resources from VDA, TaskPconsmp- Power 
consumption of a task, PTaskPconsmp –Power consumption of all 
tasks of a process initialized to zero, TaskEco2 –Co2 emission 
from a task, PTaskEco2 –Co2 emission of all tasks of a process 
initialized to zero, PconsmpITCab –Power consumption due to 
inter task communication between tasks a & b, PconsmpITC – 
Power consumption due to inter task communication 
initialized to zero, ECO2ITCab -CO2 emission due to inter task 
communication between tasks a & b, ECO2ITC– Co2 emission 
due to inter task communication initialized to zero, 
PconsmpIPCcd–Power consumption due to inter process 
communication between Processes c & d, PconsmpIPC – Power 
consumption due to inter process communication initialized 
to zero, ECO2IPCcd -CO2 emission due to inter process 
communication between processes c & d, ECO2IPC -CO2 
emission due to their inter process communication initialized 
to zero, PconsmpINCxy – Power consumption due to inter node 
communication between nodes x & y, PconsmpINC – Power 
consumption due to inter node communication initialized to 
zero, ECO2INCxy -CO2 emission due to inter node 
communication between nodes x & y, ECO2INC -CO2 
emission due to their inter node communication initialized to 
zero, PPconsmp – Power consumption of a process initialized to 
zero, PECO2 – CO2 emission of a process initialized to zero 
PSUPconsmp – Power consumption due to execution of all 
processes submitted by the user, PSUECO2– Co2 emission due 
to execution of all processes submitted by the user, 
PconsmpNODEins – Power consumption due to execution of all 
processes on a single node, ECO2NODEins –CO2 emission due 
to execution of all processes on a single node, PSUMN_Pconsmp - 
Power consumption due to execution of all processes on multi 
node, PSUMN_ECO2 - CO2 emission due to execution of all 
processes on multi node 
For each instance [i=1 to n] do 

For each  process[j=1 to p] do 
          For each task [t=1 to k] 
              RconsmpGETResource(Resource) 
              Store (NODEins[i]P[j]T[t], Rconsmp) 
              TaskPconsmpGETPower(Rconsmp) 
              TaskEco2GETECO2 (Rconsmp) 
              PTaskPconsmp PTaskPconsmp+ 

COMPUTEPower(TaskPconsmp) 
              PTaskEco2 PTaskEco2+ 

 COMPUTECO2Emission(TaskEco2) 
             tt+1 
           End for 
         For each task[a=1 to k-1] do 
            For each task [b=a+1 to k] do 
               If (a interact with b) 
                 PconsmpITCab(l*t)*Pconsmp 
                 PconsmpITC PconsmpITC+ PconsmpITCab 

               Else 
                PconsmpITC PconsmpITC 
               End if 
 
               If (a interact with b) 
                 ECO2ITCab (l*t)* ECO2 
                 ECO2ITC ECO2ITC + ECO2ITCab 

               Else 
                ECO2ITC ECO2ITC 

               End if 
            bb+1 
            End for 
        aa+1 
         End for  
         PPconsmp[j[PTaskPconsmp+ PconsmpITC 
         PECO2[j] PTaskEco2+ ECO2ITC 
         PSUPconsmp PSUPconsmp+ PPconsmp[j]   
         PSUECO2 PSUECO2+PECO2[j] 
   jj+1 

End for 
 
For each process[c=1 to p-1] do 

           For each process [d=c+1 to p] do 
              If (c interact with d) 
                PconsmpIPCab(m*r)*Pconsmp 
                PconsmpIPC PconsmpIPC+ PconsmpIPCab 

              Else 
               PconsmpIPC PconsmpIPC 
              End if 
              If (c interacts with d) 
                ECO2IPCab (m*r)* ECO2 
                ECO2IPC ECO2IPC + ECO2IPCab 

              Else 
               ECO2IPC ECO2IPC 
              End if 
           dd+1 
           End for 
        cc+1 
         End for  
 PSUPconsmp PSUPconsmp+ PconsmpIPC 
 // Power consumption due to execution of all processes on 
a single node 
 PconsmpNODEins[i] PSUPconsmp 
 PSUECO2 PSUECO2+ ECO2IPC 
 // CO2 emission due to execution of all processes on a 
single node 
 ECO2NODEins[i] PSUECO2 
 ii+1 
 End for 
For each node[x=1 to n-1] do 
   For each node [y=x+1 to n] do 
             If (x interact with y) 
               PconsmpINCxy(q*s)*Pconsmp 
               PconsmpINC PconsmpINC+ PconsmpINCxy 

             Else   PconsmpINC PconsmpINC 
             End if 
    If (x interacts with y) 
               ECO2INCxy (q*s)* ECO2 
               ECO2INC ECO2INC + ECO2INCxy 

             Else 
              ECO2INC ECO2INC 
             End if 
           yy+1 
           End for 
       xx+1 
        End for   
For each NODEins[i=1 to n] do 
 PSUMN_Pconsmp PSUMN_Pconsmp+ PconsmpNODEins[i] 
 PSUMN_ECO2 PSUMN_ECO2+ ECO2NODEins[i] 
ii+1 
End for 
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// Power consumption due to execution of all processes on 
multi node 
PSUMN_Pconsmp PSUMN_Pconsmp+ PconsmpINC 
// CO2 emission due to execution of all processes on multi 
node 
PSUMN_ECO2 PSUMN_ECO2+ ECO2INC 
End EVALUATE_Power consumption_CO2 Emission 
// For EVALUATE_Power consumption_CO2 Emission 
Begin GETResource 
Data: Resource, Consmp 
ResourceVDA.GETResource_Req(SETCPU, SETstorage, 
SETmemory, SETbandwidth, SETSW_APPLN, SETLight_Cooling) 
ConsmpEVSP.VTAMMS.ACCUMULATE(Resource) 
Return Consmp 
End GETResource 

Begin GETPower 
Data: Rconsmp, Consmp 
RconsmpVDA.GETPower_Req[NODEins[i]P[j]T[t]] 
ConsmpEVSP.VTAMMS.ACCUMULATE(Rconsmp) 
Return Consmp 
End GETPower 
Begin GETECO2 
Data: Rconsmp, Consmp 
RconsmpVDA.GETEmitted_CO2[NODEins[i]P[j]T[t]] 
ConsmpEVSP.VTAMMS.ACCUMULATE(Rconsmp) 
Return Consmp 
End GETECO2 
Begin COMPUTEPower 
Data: TaskPconsmp, Consmp, PSpeed, Pconsmp, OPconsmp – Power 
  consumption in second from other equipments by each task 
TaskPconsmp[ TaskPconsmp / PSpeed) * Pconsmp] + OPconsmp 
ConsmpEVSP.VTAMMS.EVALUATE(TaskPconsmp) 
Return Consmp 
End COMPUTEPower 
Begin COMPUTECO2Emission  
Data: TaskECO2, Consmp, PSpeed, ECO2, OECO2 – CO2 emission in 
     second from other equipments by each task 
TaskECO2[ TaskECO2 / PSpeed) * Eco2] + OECO2 
ConsmpEVSP.VTAMMS.EVALUATE(TaskECO2) 
Return Consmp 
End COMPUTECO2Emission  

VI. DETAILED ANALYSIS OF EVAAS MODEL 

A. Computation of Total Power Consumption & CO2 
Emission by VTAMMS Module: 

User submits a number of processes and each process 
contains a number of tasks. Each process executes under the 
same node (processor) or different nodes. The process is 
assigned to the node at low power consumption and least CO2 
emission based on the threshold value of that node, threshold 
value of a node is calculated as a product of the average 
workload of all the nodes and the processor speed, which is 
constant and depends on the processing capability of that 
node relative to the processing capability of all other nodes. 
So, before calculating the overall power consumption and 
CO2 emission of all processes we have to calculate the power 
consumption and CO2 emission due to inter task 
communications, inter process communications as well as 
inter node communications.  
Power Consumption due to the Inter Task Communication 
(PconsmpITC): During the execution of the process, if two 

tasks communicates l times and if the average times for each 
inter task communication is t, then PconsmpITC for the two 
tasks is (l × t) × Pconsmp, where Pconsmp is the Power 
Consumption per second. 
CO2 emission due to the Inter Task Communication 
(ECO2ITC): During the execution of the process, if two tasks 
communicates l times and if the average times for each inter 
task communication is t, then ECO2ITC for the two tasks is (l × 
t) × ECO2, where ECO2 is the CO2 emission per second. 
Power Consumption due to the Inter Process 
Communication (PconsmpIPC): During the execution of the 
processes, if two processes communicates m times and if the 
average times for each inter process communication is r, then 
PconsmpIPC for the two processes is (m × r) × Pconsmp, where 
Pconsmp is the Power Consumption per second. 
CO2 emission due to the Inter Process Communication 
(ECO2IPC): During the execution of the processes, if two 
processes communicates m times and if the average times for 
each inter process communication is r, then ECO2IPC for the 
two processes is (m × r) × ECO2, where ECO2 is the CO2 
emission per second. 
Power Consumption due to the Inter Node Communication 
(PconsmpINC): During the execution of the processes, if two 
processing nodes communicates q times and if the average 
times for each inter node communication is s, then PconsmpINC 
for the two nodes is (q × s) × Pconsmp, where Pconsmp is the Power 
Consumption per second. 
CO2 emission due to the Inter Node Communication 
(ECO2INC): During the execution of the processes, if two 
processing nodes communicates q times and if the average 
times for each inter node communication is s, then ECO2INC 
for the two processes is (q × s) × ECO2, where ECO2 is the CO2 
emission per second. 
Now, we can calculate the Total Power Consumption 
(TPConsmp) of all the processes submitted by the user. i.e,  
TPConsmp = (p x PPconsmp) + PconsmpIPC + PconsmpINC,  
Where,  p is the number of processes submitted by the user, 
PPconsmp is the Power Consumption of a process execution, 
PconsmpIPC is the Power consumption due to inter process 
communications, PconsmpINC is the Power consumption due 
to inter node communications. 
Similarly, we can find out the Total CO2 emission (TECO2) of 
all processes submitted by the user, i.e, 
TECO2 = (p x PECO2) + ECO2IPC + ECO2INC,  
Where, p is the number of processes submitted by the user, 
PECO2 is the CO2 emission of a process execution, ECO2IPC is  
the CO2 emission due to inter process communications, 
ECO2INC is the CO2 emission due to inter node 
communications. 
Let us know that, each process contains a number of tasks. So, 
the Power consumption of processing each task of 
individual processes on their assigned node(s), 
TaskPconsmp = (TCbytes / PSpeed) x Pconsmp + OPconsmp ------- (1.1) 
Where, TaskPconsmp – Power consumption of processing each 
task, TCbytes -Required amount of computation (Number of 
instructions executed  + CPU Usage + memory usage + S/w 
and applications Usage + network  usage + data storage 
usage) by each task in bytes, PSpeed –  Speed of the processor 
(Amount of data in bytes that the node can  process/sec) 
Pconsmp - Power consumption per second, OPconsmp – Power 
consumption from other 
equipments by each task 
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Similarly, we can find out the CO2 emission of processing 
each task of individual processes on their assigned node(s), 
TaskEco2 = (TCbytes / PSpeed) x ECO2 + OECO2  ------------ (1.2) 
Where, ECO2 – CO2 emission per second, OECO2 - CO2 
emission from other equipments by each task 
If k is the number of tasks of a process, a & b are the pair of 
tasks for inter task communication, then,    
Power Consumption due to the Inter Task Communications 
of a process: 
                    k-1   k     
PconsmpITC = ∑    ∑ PconsmpITCab, PconsmpITCab {                                          
                    a=1  b=a+1                   
CO2 emission due to the Inter Task Communications of a 
process: 
                  k-1   k     
ECO2ITC = ∑     ∑   ECO2ITCab, ECO2ITCab   {              - 
                  a=1  b=a+1 
From (1.1) and (2.1), the total Power Consumption due to 
execution of all tasks of a Process,  
PPconsmp = (k x TaskPconsmp) + PconsmpITC         --------- (3.1) 
From (1.2) and (2.2), the total CO2 emission due to 
execution of all tasks of a Process,  
PECO2 = (k x TaskEco2) + ECO2ITC         --------- (3.2) 
If p is the number of processes submitted by the user, c & d are 
the pair of processes for inter process communication, then,                        
Power Consumption due to the Inter Process 
Communications: 
                    p-1  p     
PconsmpIPC = ∑   ∑ PconsmpIPCcd, PconsmpIPCcd { 
                   c=1 d=c+1 
CO2 emission due to the Inter Process Communication:  
                 p-1   p     
ECO2IPC = ∑    ∑   ECO2IPCcd, ECO2IPCcd   {           
                c=1  d=c+1 
From (3.1) and (4.1), the Power Consumption due to 
execution of all Processes submitted by the user,   
PSUPconsmp = (p x PPconsmp) + PconsmpIPC, p>=1, PconsmpIPC >=0 

       ------------ (5.1) 
From (3.2) and (4.2), the CO2 emission due to execution of 
all Processes submitted by the user,   
PSUECO2 = (p x PECO2) + ECO2IPC, p>=1, ECO2IPC >=0 ---(5.2) 
So, from (5.1) it is clear that the Power Consumption due to 
execution of all Processes submitted by the user on a single 
node, PconsmpNODEins = PSUPconsmp           ------------(6.1) 
Similarly, from (5.2) the CO2 emission due to execution of 
all Processes submitted by the user on a single node, 
ECO2NODEins = PSUECO2          ------------(6.2) 
If n is the number of nodes processed for execution of all the 
processes submitted by the user; x & y are the pair of nodes 
for inter node communication, then,  
Power Consumption due to the Inter Node 
Communications: 
                      n-1 n     
PconsmpINC = ∑    ∑PconsmpINCxy,PconsmpINCxy{                 
                     x=1 y=x+1 
CO2 emission due to the Inter Node Communications:  
                  n-1 n     
ECO2INC = ∑   ∑ECO2INCxy, ECO2INCxy{          
                 x=1 y=x+1 
So, Total Power consumption due to execution of all 
processes submitted by the user on multi node, 
PSUMN_Pconsmp = (n x PconsmpNODEins )  +  PconsmpINC 

              =  (n x PSUPconsmp )  +  PconsmpINC,  
 n >= 1, PconsmpINC>=0 -----------(8.1) 

Total CO2 emission due to execution of all processes 
submitted by the user on multi node, 
PSUMN_ECO2 = (n x ECO2NODEins )  +  ECO2INC 
             =  (n x PSUECO2 )  +  ECO2INC,  

   n >= 1, ECO2INC >=0 ------------(8.2) 
From (3.1) – 
If k=0, then PconsmpITC = 0, So, PECO2=0 
If k=1, then PconsmpITC = 0, So, PPconsmp= TaskPconsmp 
If k=2, then PPconsmp= 2TaskPconsmp + PconsmpITC 
From (3.2) – 
If k=0, then ECO2ITC = 0, So, PECO2=0 
If k=1, then ECO2ITC = 0, So, PECO2 = TaskEco2 
If k=2, then PECO2 = 2TaskEco2 + ECO2ITC 
From (5.1) 
If p = 0, then PconsmpIPC, So, PSUPconsmp = 0 
If p = 1, then PconsmpIPC = 0, So, PSUPconsmp = PPconsmp 
If p = 2, then PSUPconsmp = 2PPconsmp + PconsmpIPC 
From (5.2) 
If p = 0, then ECO2IPC = 0, So, PSUECO2 = 0 
If p = 1, then ECO2IPC = 0, So, PSUECO2 = PECO2 
If p = 2 then PSUECO2 = 2PECO2 + ECO2IPC 
From (8.1) 
If n = 0, then PconsmpINC = 0, So, PSUMN_Pconsmp = 0 
If n = 1, then PconsmpINC = 0, So, PSUMN_Pconsmp = PSUPconsmp 
If n = 2, then PSUMN_Pconsmp = 2PSUPconsmp  +  PconsmpINC 
From (8.2) 
If n = 0, then ECO2INC = 0, So, PSUMN_ECO2 = 0 
If n = 1, then  ECO2INC = 0, So, PSUMN_ECO2 = PSUECO2 
If n = 2, then PSUMN_ECO2 = 2PSUECO2 +  ECO2INC 
Hence, we conclude that for a single task or a single process 
execution no inter task or inter process communication is 
required to minimize the power consumption and Carbon 
emission. Also we have shown that the power consumption 
and carbon emission due to execution of all processes 
submitted by a particular user on a single node is less than the 
multi node processing because of its inter node 
communication. 
So, for small number of processes (similar sizes), if we avoid 
the inter process communication as well as the inter node 
communication to minimize the power consumption and 
carbon emission, i.e., PSUMN_Pconsmp = (n x PSUPconsmp) = (n x 
p x PPconsmp) and PSUMN_ECO2 = (n x PSUECO2)= (n x p x PECO2)                     
Once the EVALUATE module calculate the Power 
consumption & Carbon dioxide emission of a process, it can 
easily calculate the total Power consumption and CO2 
emission, because at the time of process submission by the 
user EVALUATE module keeps track of the number of 
processes submitted by the user. 

B. Experimental Setup 

Since it is difficult to access actual data centers or cloud 
infrastructures, we used simulation-based tests that can be 
easily replicated to equate the performance of the proposed 
algorithm with the existing works that most cloud service 
providers are currently using. 
 
 

 

 

1  cd  ---(4.1) 
0  c  d 

1  ab -- (2.1) 
0  a   b 

1  ab  ---- (2,2) 
0  a   b 

1  cd  ----(4.2) 
0  c  d 

1  xy --(7.1) 
0  x  y 

1  xy       --- (7.2) 
0  x  y 
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Table I: Carbon Emission due to execution of process(s) 

 

C. Analysis 

The basic operational carbon emission (unit per second) of a 
task (based on the task size) is specified by a Serviced 
Provider or once calculate the carbon emission of a task based 
on the current work load consider the carbon emission of the 
task is fixed for that moment. 

 
Fig. 4. Carbon emission vs. node execution 

Our EVALUATE module of VTAMMS model keeps track of 
the number of submitted tasks of a process by a cloud user, so 
overall carbon emission can easily be calculated and it founds 
that total carbon emission  varies with the number of nodes 
execution. From the above figure (Fig. 4) it is found that total 
carbon emission of all processes (submitted by the user) on a 
single node execution is much lower than on multimode 
execution.   

VII. CONCLUSION 

We have offered our novel approach to EVaaS, which 
considers VM user constraints along with physical host load 
factor to address the issue of mapping user’s tasks into 

physical nodes in such a way that the number of nodes used is 
minimized, over-use and under-use of PM resources can be 
identified and resolved at the same time without violating any 
SLA agreements. Since we consider this as a environmentally 
viable  Service that not only minimizes power consumption 
and carbon emission but serves as a mediator between 
authorized users and  cloud service providers, i.e. without the 
permission of the EVSP, no one can communicate with each 
other. It may avoid the inequity between the actual 
consumption of electricity by the users and the billing records 
provided by the providers, so avoid any false accusations that 
may be claimed against each other in order to obtain illegal 
compensation. Based on the analysis, we have shown that our 
proposed algorithm uses a minimum number of physical 
machines to host a set of VMs, which also reduces the power 
consumption and carbon emission of the data center at a 
higher resource utilization rate.  

VIII. FUTURE SCOPE 

Our goal is to enrich the QoS, end-user utility, satisfactory 
user level as well as service providers to the extent that low 
investment costs are possible, and in the future we will try to 

implement how to clean the environment to avoid typical 
carbon emission impacts, which will make cloud computing 
more accessible.  
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